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Carl Rogers' psychotherapy behavior, recorded on film, video, audiotape and in verbatim

franscripts, is a rich source for learning about psychotherapy in general and specifically about

the client/person-centered approach that Rogers developed (Rogers, 1957;1959;1980;1986a).

My interest in Rogers' own therapy behavior -- how it relates to his theory and development as

a therapist -- has led me to examine, thus fu,34 sessions, consisting of 1,930 responses Rogers

made in reaction to his clientsz, conducted over a 46 year timespan -- from 1940 through 1986.

This report is primarily based on a system for rating3 client/person-centered therapy sessions

which I developed with Anne Brody (Brodley & Brody, l99O; Brody, 1991; Brodley & Brody,
1993). I shall summarize the findings from the total sample of 1,930 responses, show compari-

sons between Rogers' behavior in the frames of three consecutive time spans over the 46 yeat

period of the 34 sessions, and relate the findings to Rogers' theoretical writings.

The Rating System

The rating system distinguishes Rogers' articulate verbal responses into two basic categories

-- "empathic following responses" and "responses from the therapist's frame of reference."

Empathic following responses are responses that the therapist makes to check with the client

about the accuracy ofher/tris experience ofempathic understanding ofthe client's internal fran€
of reference (Rogers, 1986b). Or, they arc responses spoken to communicate explicitly to the

client that the therapist is trying to follow and understand the client's communication and

self-expression. Empathic following responses may be in the form of empathic understanding

responses, restatements, metaphors, or they may be fragments -- incomplete communications.

All forms of responses thus rated are identifiable as ones intended to follow the client. They are,

whatever form they may take, always the therapist's expression of her/his grasp of the client's
point of view or frame of reference, never of the therapist's frame of reference. An example of
an empathic following response:

Client: I want to be in touch with my feelings, but not in this way. Because here I am and

I can't even do what I believe in, it' s taking up all of me.

Rogers: You want to get in touch with your feelings but you don't want to drown in them.

Empathic following responses may also be in the form of a question for clarification. An
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example of this form is:

Clienl I'm just feeling how afraid I am of talking to you.
Rogers: Mhm, mhm, Mhm, mhm. Frightened of me or frightened of the situation or both?

Responses from the therapist's frame ofreference consist offour subcategories ofresponse in
which the therapist is speaking for her/himself to the clienta. These responses alwayJexpress
the therapist's point of view or frame of reference. The content may be about the client or about
the therapist herftrimself, or about something else -- but are always from the therapist's
perspective. In addition, these responses are almost always in response to whatever the client
has been immediately expressing.

The four sub+ategories of responses from the therapist's frame of reference consist ot
l. "therapist comment",

2. "therapist explanation/interpretation",

3. "therapist agreement"'5, and

4. "leading or probing question".

Examples of the four sub-categories are:

Client I feel that you're waiting for me to say someilring else (small laugh). I have trouble
with silences.

Rogers: Mmm . . . I don't have that trouble, I'm perfectly willing to wait until you know
what you wish to say. (Therapist comment)

and

Clienl But how can I change from being directive and dominant, but not be completely
submissive, just . . . I don't, I can't find any keys, any ways to do it. I find I'm
hemmed in with an intemal struggle.

Rogers: Maybe, maybe that's the answe4 that there is no way without an internal struggle.
(Therapist explanation/interpretation).

and

Client Usually I can work on things or put things in perspective and do things that I have
some control . . . And this is something I don't have control of.

Rogers: That's right. There are some things you can't manipulate . . . you can't control.
(Therapist agreement)

and

Client: I stop myself when I start treating her as badly as I treat myself.
Rogers: Mm, mhm . . . (pause) . . . Can you see what's going on in you? (Leading orprobing

question)

Reliability

The 34 sessions were rated independently by two different raters in most cases. Reliability,
in percent of agreementper session, ranged from 907o to lW%o. Differences were resolvedjointly
by the two raters.

Results

The 1,930 responses in the sample will be discussed as classified into one of four possible
categories -- l. "empathic following responses",2. "therapist comment" or "therapist explana-
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tioMnterpretation"6, 3. "therapist agreement", or 4. "therapist leading/probing question." (The

results are surnmarized in Table l).
Eighty-six percent of Rogen' responses were classified as falling into the "empathic follow-

ing" category. Ten percent were classified as "therapist comment" or "therapist explanation/in-
terpretation". Slightly more than lVo were classified as "therapist agreement", and slightly more
than2Vo were rated as leading/probing questions.

These findings suggest that Rogers' verbal therapy behavior was largely empathic and
non-directive through the 46 year timespan of the sessions in the sample. However, looking
more closely at the ratings and taking note of Rogers' behavior in the earliest $oup of three
sessions which consist of 157 responses from the case of Mr. Bryan (Rogers, 1942), and
comparing that earliest group with the later 31 sessions consisting of 962 responses, there are

some interesting contrasts.

Rogers made 15.6 responses per session that were classified as "therapist comrnent" or
"explanation/interpretation" in the Bryan sample. He made, however, only 5 such resporrses per
session in the following 3l sessions. He made, with Mr. Bryan, 5.6 responses per session that
classified as "therapist agreement", but made fewer than one such response per session in the
later sessions. Also, he made, with Mr. Bryan, 6.6 responses per session that classify as

"leading/probing question" while he made fewer than one such response per session in the later
sessions.

These results demonstrate that Rogers' behavior with Mr. Bryan expressed much less empathic
understanding and was less non-directive than his later therapeutic work, even though the Bryan
case served to illustrate his new non-directive therapeutic approach described in Counseling and
Psychotherapy (1942). Because of this difference in the characteristics of his work with Bryan
conftasted with his work with later clients in the sample, and because the sample available at the
time of this study had no sessions taking place between 1964 and 1977 -- a 13 year blank -- the
total sample of 34 sessions was divided into three consecutive time-frame sub-samples so

comparisons could be made between them as a possible way of assessing Rogers' evolution as

a therapist over approximately 46 years of his career. Sample A consists of three sessions with
Mr. Bryan. Sample B consists of 17 sessions between 1944 and 1964. Sample C consists of 14

sessions from1977 through December, 1986.

Results from the Thne Frame Sub-Sarnples

Sample A. This sample consists of all 157 of Rogers' responses found in sessions one, fiv,e
and seven of the eight session therapy conducted by Rogers with Mr. Bryan circa 1940-1941' .

The entire case, footnoted with Rogers' critical commentary, was published in Rogers' 1942
book,Counseling and Psychotherapy. Mr. Bryan's therapy is one of the firstpublished verbatim
texts of an entire therapy.

The published case of Mr. Bryan illustrated Rogers' new non-directive approach to therapy
which he had been developing at Ohio State Universiry. Rogers explained that he was presenting
the full case to show the way the therapist could create "an atmosphere in which the client can

develop insight and begin to re-dircct his life in new directions (Rogers, 1942, p.262).

At that time Rogers described his ttrerapy as a "permissive relationship which allows the client
to gain an understanding of himself to a degree which enables him to take positive steps . . . (and)

. . . all the techniques used should aim toward developing this free and permissive relationship

. . . and the (client's) tendency toward positive, self-initiated action" (p. 18).

ln regard to the manner of implementation of the idea of a permissive atmosphere which
enables self-initiations on the part of the client, Rogers stated "the best techniques for interview-
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ing are those which encourage the client to express himself as freely as possible, with the
counselor consciously endeavoring to refrain from any activity or any response which would
guide the direction of the interview or the content brought forth" (p. 132). Rogers was explicitly
and clearly advocating a non-directive approach in therapy.

Rogers' therapy behavior with Mr. Bryan, however, was not entirely consistent withhis idea
of non-directivity. Fewer than half -- specifically 46Vo -- of Rogers' responses were empathic
following responses (see Table 1). Reciprocally, more than half of Rogers' responses were
responses from Rogers' own frame of reference (see column 3 in Table l) in reaction to Mr.
Bryan. Thirty percent of Rogen ' responses to Bryan were comments or explanations/interpre-
tations. Eleven percent of his responses expressed agreement with the client's statements, and
l3%o w erc leading/probing questions.

Rogers commentary to the verbatim Bryan text (Rogers, 1942, pp.265435) shows that he
recognized that his comfiEnts, interpretations, explanations and leading/probing questions were
directive or empathically inadequate. In the commentary he consistently criticized the responses
made from his own frame of reference. He viewed them as less effective than empathic
understanding responses in fostering his goal of promoting the client's self-directed and self-mo-
tivated experience.

The evidence in the sessions with Mr. Bryan indicates that Rogers - at the time of conducting
the therapy with Mr. Bryan -- had reached a developed intellectual position in regard to trusting
the client and creating a climate that allowed and promoted a client-directed therapy process.
But he had not yet completely incorporated his ideas into functional attitudes, with their
consistent implementations, of non-directivity and acceptant empathic understanding that show
up in the next time-frame subsample.

It should be noted and emphasized, however, that Rogers' behavior with Mr. Bryan is that of
a very skilled and effective psychotherapist. It is obvious on the printed pages of the case that
Rogers is very natural, very at ease and authentic as well as understanding, sympathetic, kind,
responsive, participative and non-authoritarian. Rogers was an effective and admirable psycho-
therapist in his work with Mr. Bryan but he was not a very non-directive one, nor was he
consi stently empathic.

Samplc B. This sample consists of 17 sessions with eight different clients, conducted by
Rogers from 19114 or 1945 through 1964. Five of the clients represented in these Sample B
sessions were Rogers' regular clients, and three were demonstration clients. One of the
demonstration interviews in this time-frame group is that of Gloria, which was filmed in 19&
(Shostrum, 1965).

Sample B sessions show a very different picture in respect to the proportion ofhis responses
thatexpress theclients' frames ofreference versus thoseexpressing Rogers' frame ofreference,
compared with the sessions conducted with Mr. Bryan. In this sample 967o (of Rogers' total of
8ll responses) are empathic following responses. In respect to the frequency of Rogers'
non-directive and empathic behavior, there is a 50Vo dtfference between the Sample B sessions
and those of the earlier Bryan case.

In Sample B only 47o ofRogers' responses arc expressed from his frame ofreference in confrast
to the 54Vo in the Bryan interviews. Among the 36 responses made from Rogers' frame of
reference in Sample B fewer than 0.3Vo of Rogers' responses are leading or probing questions.
Whereas in the Bryan interviews, l3%o of Rogers' responses are leading or probing questions.
It is obvious from these simple statistics that a radical shift had taken place in Rogers' therapy
behavior betwe€n the time he was conducting the Bryan sessions and the later period from 19,{4
through 1964.
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Rogers' shift to functional non-directivity and almost total reliance upon empathic under-

standing seerns to have occurred immediately between the time of the Bryan therapy and before
publicationof Ctient-CenteredTherapy (1951). Theevidenceforthetimingof theshiftis shown

by the ratings of the gloup of 12 sessions from four cases in Sample B which were conducted

between l94/.and1946or 1947. Ninety-eightpercentof Rogers'responsesinthese l2sessions

are empathic following responses. This is compared to only 46Vo of empathic following
responses in the Bryan sessions.

Among the types of response Rogers makes that are from his own frame of reference,

leading/probing questions are the most obviously directive. In the Sample B subgroup of four
cases conducted between 1944 and 1946147, only one response out of a total of 569 responses

by Rogers was a leading/probing question. In the whole of Sample B (962 responses) there are

only three -- less than l%o -leading/probing questions. It appears that Rogers had deeply adopted

the non-directive attinrde he described in Client-Centered Therapy (1951). He quotes an

eloquent statenrent by Raskin conceming this attinrde.

"(there is) a level of non-directive counselor response . . .which changes the nature of
the counseling process in aradical way . . . (such) counselorparticipation becomes an

active experiencing with the client of the feelings to which he gives expression . . . (the

counselor) makes a maximum effort to get under the skin of the person with whom he

is communicating, . . . ries to get within and to live the attitudes expressed instead of
observing them, to catch every nuance of their changing nature . . . to absorb himself
completely in the attitudes of the other . . . and in struggling to do this there is no room
for any other type of . . . activity or attitude; if he is trying to live the attitudes of ttle
other, he cannot be diagnosing them, he cannot be thinking of making the process go

faster. Because (the counselor) is another, and not the client, the understanding is not

spontaneous but must be acquired, and this through the most intense, continuous and

active attention to the feelings of the other, to the exclusion of any other type of
attention" (p.29).

The non-directive attitude expresses tlre client-centered therapist's consistent trust in the client
as having the inherent capability and the right to direct the process of her/his own therapy. The

therapist expresses the non-directive attitude by offering deep and acceptant attention to the

client's representations of her/tris perceptions, attitudes and feelings as the client is expressing

her/himself. And by responding with responses that are an attempt to find out from the client
whether or not the therapist's inner, subjective, understandings are accurate according to the

client.

Although Rogers' therapy, after the Bryan case, is characterized by a very high frequency of
empathic following responses, along with an almost complete absence of directive types of
response, Rogers did not discuss or ever advocate in his writings or lectures any specific

techniques or specific forms of response to implement his theory of therapy after (circa) 1942.

Sample C. This sample consists of 14 sessions with 14 different clients. The interviews took
place between the years 1977 and late 1986. All these sessions are demonstration interviews.

With these clients, Rogers maintains a salient non-directive attitude and the core therapeutic

attitudes although there is an increase in the frequency of responses from Rogers' frame of
reference in Sample C compared with his work with the clients in Sample B. (See column 3,

rows 2 and 3 in Table l). There is an increase in Rogers rcsponses, spoken from his own frane
of reference, from 4Va in Sample B to 16%o in Sample C. Most of this increase appears in the

categories of "therapist comment" or "explanatioMnterpretation" (see column 4, Table l). There

is also a slight increase in Rogers' s[atenrents of agreement with his clients from zero percent to
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TABTE 1

STJMMARY OF RATINGS OF ROGERS' RESFONSES IN 34 THERAPY INTER-
VIEWS: 19,f0-1986

Sample Total
Responses

Empathic
Following
Responses

Responses
from the

therapist's
frame of
reference

Therapist's
Comrnents,
Explanations

and
Interpretations

Therapist's
aSreements
with clients

Therapist's
leading or
probing

questions

A: Mr. Bryan
1940-41
3 sessions

Bi 1944-64
1 7 sessions
8 clients

C:1977-86
1 4 sessions
14 clients

B+C:19214-86
31 sessions
22 clients

A+B+C:
1 940-86
34 sessions

157

81 1

73(46y") U$4"/")

775(96%) 36(4"/0)

811 @4%) t51(1 60l.)

1,s86 (90%) 18700%)

47(30%)

33d.%\

127(14"/o)

160(90/")

2O7(O"/"1

17 (110/")

o(e/")

7 (<1o/")

7l<1"/")

24k2o/o)

20(13"/")

3k1"/")

't7(2%)

20(1%)

4Ok3"/"\

962

1,773

1,930 1 ,659 @6"/"1 27 1 0 40/o)

less than 17o (column 5, Table l). And there is a slight increase in Rogers' leading/probing
questions from less thanO.3Vo to approximately 2Vo (column6, Table l).

Close examination of the 14 Sample C transcripts, and listening to or viewing the interviews,
shows Rogers to be functioning -- with only rare exception within limited sequences of
interaction in one or two interviews (see Brodley, 1993) -- in a manner highly consistent widl
his basic client-centered therapeutic goals for himself -- to be real, to be acceptant, to be empathic
and to trust the client to be the source of the content and manner of movement in therapy.

Empathic following responses are most frequently employed by Rogers. But they do not come
across as techniques in his work. Rather, they seem to be genuine and natural attempts to be as
sure as he can that his inner understandings are accurate empathic understandings. The rarity of
his clients' disagreements with Rogers' empathic following responses, and the way in which his
clients almost always proceed in productive and undefensive further self-disclosures, give a vivid
impression that Rogers is experienced by his clients as unthreatening, genuine, acceptant and
empathic.

Responses from Rogers' Frame of Reference and a New Element in Theory.

The sessions in this study's sample ttrat Rogers conducted after Mr. Bryan, as rated by the
Brodley and Brody system, shows that Rogers functionally adopted and maintained his client-
centered approach with great consistency from (circa) 1944 through 1986, shortly before his
death. In this time-frame, however, there are 187 responses (column 3, row 4 in Table l) from
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Rogers' frarne of reference. Ten percent of all of his responses made in the 31 sessions with 22
clients (Samples B and C together) are from Rogers' frame of reference.

The frequency of these responses in individual interviews range from zero percent in a (circa)
1955 session, to 25Vo in a 1977 session. In most of the sessions there are at least a few such
responses. It appean that even afterRogers had deeply adopted thenon-directive attitude and
communicated the client-centered therapeutic attitudes of congruence, unconditional positive
regard and empathic undenanding primarily through expression of empathic following re-
sponses, he usually gives himself the leeway to make spontaneous and unsystematic responses
from his own frame of reference. These responses from his own frame of reference, in reaction
to his client's self+xplorations, are interspersed throughout his interviews, their ftrequency
varying with different clients.

Rogers refers to this fact of the existence of other than empathic following responses in his
remarks which were filmed immediately after his demonstration session with Gloria (Shostrum,
1965). Rogers says:

... When I am able really to let myself enter into a relationship -- and I feel that this was
truein this instance-- then Ifindmyself notonlybeing increasingly movedbymybeing
in touch with the inner world of my client - but I find myself bringing out of my own
inner experience, statements which seem to have no connection with what's going on,
but which usually prove to be, or prove to have, a very significant relationship to what
the client is experiencing.

Rogers appears to rnean that the rcsponses he brings out of his own inner experience are not
empathic following responses and, by implication, that they cannot be theoretically explained or
justified from within his previously stated theory.

Twenty-two years after the filming of the Gloria session, Rogers discussed the phenomenon
of his "presence" @ogers, 1986, pp. 198-99). Rogers states that he sometimes behaves in
"sEange and impulsive" ways that he "cannotjustify rationally" but which seem "right" in sorp
way for the client. The responses to which he refers are necessarily ones expressed from his own
frame of reference. They cannot be empathic following responses because empathic following
responses always express the client's frame of reference and are always theoretically justified
whenever a client is speaking self-expressively, (other than when addressing a question to the
therapist).

In an interview that Rogers gave (to Baldwin, 1987) in the last year or so of his life concerning
his approach to therapy, he added another observation about his work which might have led to
additional theoretical explanations of his approach, if he had lived longer. He said:

"Over time, . . . I have become more aware of the fact that in therapy I do use myself.
I recognize that when I am intensely focused on a client, just my presence seems to be
healing . . . (and) I am inclined to think that in my writing perhaps I have stressed too
much the three basic conditions (congruence, unconditional positive regard and em-
pathic understanding). Perhaps it is something around the edges of those conditions
that is really the most imporantelement of therapy - when my self is clearly, obviously
present" (p.45).

Rogers equates tte behavior "use myself' with his concept of "presence", and his presence is
connected with tlre responses he makes that conre out of his "own inner experiences" which are
notempathic following responses but, nevertheless, according to Rogers, "have a very significant
relationship to what the client is expressing". That is, they are to some extent empathic.
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There are several possible elements in Rogers' therapy behavior, besides his very expressive
staternents of empathic understanding, which may contribute to communication of his presence
in the relationship. Some of these are his physical appearance, manner and gestures, his
references to himself, and the statenpnts he makes from his own frame of reference.

Rogers became less formal, more casual and freer in his physical presence over the years. His
empathic following of Miss Mun, (circa) 1955, was verbally and vocally highly anuned and
sensitive to his client who was exploring and feeling very deeply at places in the session. Without
the sound, however, Rogers appears very formal and professional - although also very kindly.
In the film, Rogers is seated next to a table which is to the side between him and his ciient. tie
is dressed in business attire, sits in an upright and relatively unmoving position, gestures little
and does not lean toward or touch the client, even in the most emotional and closest moments of
the session.

In contrast - although Rogers was also verbally and vocally highly attuned and sensitive in
his empathic following of a young wonum in a 1983 demonstration -- his physical presence at
this later time was informal, expressive and very personal. h the 1983 sessi,on, Rogers is seated
directly in front of the young wornan. He is dressed in slacks, an open shirt and sweater. He is
leaning forward towards the client, and his face and gestures are emotionally communicative
even s@n only from the side. He wipes away a tear during mornents when the client is weeping
and talking about sad experiences. In testimony to Rogers' srong physical presence, aftei ft;
session during group discussion the client says "I felt very held by you". Similarly, during a
1986 demonstration, Rogers takes his client's hands and holds them through part of that viry
emotional session.

In his later work Rogers' face, body and movements express his emotional involvement, and

!e often shows signs of his emotional reactions that occur concomitant with his empathic
following rcsponses. This freer, expressive, behavior most certainly contributes more than his
earlier therapy behavior to a perceivable personal presence in relationship with his clients.

Examination of Rogers' self-references, per se, (using as a measure the number of self-refer-
ences Rogers makes in a session divided by the total number of words he speaks in a session)
results in a mean of less than 2Vo of suchself-references. And ttris mean is the same in early and
later sessions. Most of Rogers self-references are involved in his introductions to empathic
following responses, although some occur in statements from his own frame of referenCe. In
either case, Rogers' focus on himself is very light and in apassing mannerrather than emphasized.
This measure does not show any evidence of change in the extent Rogers manifested presence
in his therapy relationship, but it does suggest, along with the real change found in his --
apparently spontaneous - physical behavior, that Rogers' use of himself in therapy was not via
any obvious focus on himself.

Non-systematic, spontaneous responses from Rogers' frame of reference may contribute to
Rogers' presence in the therapeutic relationship. The I 87 responses Rogers makes from his own
frarne of reference in Sample B plus Sample c (see column 3, row 4, in Table l), seem to be
mostly discrete and spontaneous statements. They represent Rogers, in the interaction, having
a reaction, a wish, an observation, or a feeling of curiosity for a few moments within the flow o?
his empathic following of the client.

There is often, in fact, a distinctly empathic quality to Rogers' responses from his own frame
of reference which can be observed more clearly when such responses are impressionistically
segregated into several sub-types. Some responses are, for example, empathically observationai.
These are cornments descriptive of what the client has been saying or has been manifesting in
their bodyJanguage. These comments are from Rogers' frame of reference and are about the
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client, and arc sonretimes very close to empathic understanding responses. The following are
several examples of Rogers' responses to different clients:

"That sounds like a dilemma."

"There's something vtry emotional about this moment."

"That's a little too much."

"It almost brings tears to youreyes, doesn't it?"

"One thing that comes through in almost everything you say is how much you dislike
the abstract, the intellectual . . . so distant from the realness of people."

A slightly different type of staternent that Rogers makes from his own frame of reference, in
sorne instances, is a comment about himself or about his feelings, or a cornment that expresses
a wish Rogers experiences in interaction with his client.

"Yeah, that helps to clarify it."

"I guess I'd appreciate it if you'd try me out."

"I feel close to you in this moment."

"[ appreciate being with you."

Rogers also produces a few rcsponses which are interpretations or explanations to the client
about the client. These are not based on ttreoretical interpolations but, rather, are like descriptions
even though they involve an interpretive element. Examples from Rogen' work with several
different clients:

"You quickly restrain those outbuns which seem both pain, and almost like laughter."

"It strikes me you're so much harder on yourself than you would be on a client -- much
more judgmental."

"You say 'as if she were one of your children; it seems to me she is your child."

Among Rogers' twenty responses that are categorized as "leading/probing questions" in
Sample B plus Sample C, most of these obviously leading statements depend upon Rogers'
empathic attunement to his clients. Examples are:

"If you did cry, what would some of the themes of that crying be?"

"Can you say more about that sadness? I'm not quite clear what it is tlrat feels sad."

"Can you even begin to say what those tears are about?"

"Can you say more about that fear? What's the feeling of fear?"

"Something that has caused you pain? You mentioned guilt?"

"Dominant in what way?"

"When you first started, you said you wanted to talk about death."

Rogers' conception of empathic understanding of the client's internal frame of reference refers
to an acceptant understanding of the client's own perspective, feelings, ideas and personal
meanings. His conception does give emphasis to feelings and personal meanings -- and personal
meanings involve the attitudes, feelings and emotions that intersperse and qualitatively affect the
cognitive elements. Rogers' responses from his own frame of reference also tend to emphasize
feelings and personal meanings. [n those types of response Rogers is speaking from his own
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perceptions and impressions that are, albeit, very directly stimulated by the client's rcvelations
and behavior. Other than the client-centered emphasis given to feelings and personal meanings,
however, Rogers' responses from his own frame of reference -- whether they are comrnents or
interpretations or explanations or even leading/probing questions -- are a-theoretical.

In Conclwion

This very limited culling from the rich data of Rogers' 34 sessions conducted over a 46 year
time-span permits several general observations. First, there is evidence of a radical shift from a
theoretical to a functional non-directivity and empathic understanding in Rogers' therapy
between (circa) 1941 and (circa) 1915. Second, through the time frarne since (ckca) 1944
tbrough 1986, and especially in the period after Rogers hypothesized the necessary and sufficient
conditions for therapeutic change @ogers, 1957), Rogers appears to typically make at least a
few responses from his own frame of reference in his therapeutic interviews. Third, there is
evidence ofa development in Rogers, between the 1944-64 phase and the 1977-86 phase ofhis
therapeutic work, towards a morc personal expression of himself in his interaction with his
clients. Fourth, there is evidence that Rogers expressed responses from his own frame of
reference more frequently during the final, 1977-86, phase of his work than in the earlier,
1944-1964 phase. They remained a minor proportion of his total responses, are usually
spontaneous, non-systematic and related to the client's immediate self-presentation. Even
though spoken from the therapist's frame of reference they are usually empathic in the general

sense of being lifted from the client's internal frame of reference and are spoken with a
tentativeness indicating that the authority for their accuracy lies with the client. They are also,
almost always, consistent with Rogers' theoretical and personal view that the only goals, when
working with a client, are the goals for oneself -- to be real, to be acceptant and to be empathic.

Finally, there is evidence in his writings and, subtly, in his therapy behavior, that Rogers -
had he lived longer, - may well have further clarified and enlightened us with new theoretical
insights and guidelines about c lient/pen on-centered therapy.

Endnotes
I This is a revision of a paper presented at tbe Second Intemational Conference on Client-

Centeredand ExperientialTherapy, University of Stirling, Scotland, July, 1991.
2 R"rponr", reported irrclude all of Rogers' responses to his clients except his responses to the

97 questions addressed to him and except his vocal gestures of acknowledgement such as

"Umhum", etc.
3 R"tings were made by Anne Brody or Judith Nelson and the writer.
4 Rogers' comnrents introducing the sessions, about the environnnnt, and those at the end of

sessions addressed to the audience are not rated in the system.
5 Response, which express disagreenrent with the client (if they were to have occurred) would

be classified as "therapist comment".

6 Responses rated into the categories "therapist comment" and "therapist explanatioMnterpre-
tation" were added together in this presentation because so few of Rogers' responses could be
rated as "explanationfinterprctation". Additionally, the two categories forresponse are only very
subtly different in Rogers' work because he does not make interpretations or give explanations
that derive from a theoretical framework.

7 The yeat of the eight Bryan sessions is not known, but must have been within two or three
years of their publication in 1942.
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